PROTEIN SOURCES MILLING 2020 FALL GRAIN PROGRAM

Intent at delivery of grain: The load must be marked as Contracted, Sold, Price Later, or Grain Bank before being unloaded. The oldest contract for that delivery time will be filled first. **There is no FREE TIME! WE DO NOT PROCESS WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS OR CCC LOANS RECEIPTS!**

Price Later Contract constitutes that you agree the ownership of grain transfers to Protein Sources Milling.

*Checks are issued per request on Tuesdays & Thursdays.*

*Please give us notice on any deferred payment arrangements.*

Corn delivery: Moisture is calculated to 15%. You will be assessed a drying charge and shrink on moisture higher than 15%. Drying fees will be $.04 cents per point of moisture. Shrink factor will be 1.4% for each point of moisture removed. We will invoice you for the drying service at seasons end or remove balance due from grain check per your request. Loads of corn delivered to the feed mill in Mapleton must be at 15% maximum moisture. **PLEASE NO DAMAGE CORN—HEALTHY HOGS ARE OUR GOAL.**

Grain Bank: For the first 30 days of usage there are no storage fees. Thereafter storage fees are .04 cents per month pro-rated. We ask that you deliver only two months of your anticipated two month usage during harvest to our locations. Fee structure comes off once our Free Price Later program starts.

Bean Delivery: Accepted at Good Thunder/Mapleton Elevator. Beans at 13.1% moisture or higher will be discounted. We will average the moisture at 14% and below. Beans above 14% will stand-alone and the moisture will be discounted separately.

Price Later Fees: Grain put on Price Later Contracts will be charged a drop fee of .15 cents/bushel/90 days and then pro-rated thereafter $.04 cents/month/bushel. **Once our space is full your grain will have to be priced at the daily price. Flexible repricing strategies are encouraged. Ask for details.**

Defer Pay: For grain that was contracted or sold, and put to Deferred Paid, payable on January 5th, 2021

On Farm Pickup. Call Tom Massop 507-380-5129 for quotes & arrangements.

**GO TO [www.proteinsources.com](http://www.proteinsources.com) and click on MARKETING PROGRAMS for ideas.**

Protein Sources Milling policies and fall programs are subject to change! Should you have any questions about contracts we offer, policies, or want to price your grain ahead of harvest, please contact Craig Walters at 1-507-524-2326, Dan Fitz Simmons at 507-380-5787, Tom Massop at 1-507-380-5129, or Prince Bade at 507-420-0123.

**Harvest Hours are 8:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m. Subject to change.**